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IR-FEL Driver Magnet Performance Integration Plan

D. Douglas

Abstract
This note details a plan for performance integration of IR FEL magnets. In nine sections,
the plan

0. Provides an overview
1. States systems subject to integration
2. Documents component and system specifications to be

achieved
3. Discusses engineering and construction realization of the

specifications
4. Details component and subsystem testing
5. Details integrated system testing
6. Presents a mechanism for fault resolution
7. Provides references
Appendix Documents beam performance objectives.

Status
At the time of this note, the plan is underway. Individual components are undergoing
testing and documentation, and initial performance-integration related system testing is
scheduled [1].

Availability
The plan is available as a Jefferson Lab Technical Note and is available on the World Wide
Web at http://www.jlab.org/~douglas/FEL/technote/JLABTN97034.pdf.

Reference
[1] Schedule presented at the 16 September 1997 FEL commissioning meeting, available

on the World Wide Web at http://www.jlab.org/accel/fel/minutes/sept16-97min.html.
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0 Rationale and Overview

0.1 Purpose of Plan
This IR-FEL Driver Magnet Performance Integration Plan (hereafter, MPIP) is
intended to document the FEL driver accelerator magnetic system design and provide
guidance for component and system performance certification, commissioning, and
integration into driver operations. The fundamental purpose of the plan is fourfold:

0.1.1 To document failures of driver output beam performance to meet
specification due to magnetic system errors,

0.1.2 To determine whether said failure is due to
0.1.2.1 failure of components or systems to meet their individual

specifications, or
0.1.2.2 failure of component or system specifications to provide the

required beam performance,
0.1.3 To provide temporary schemes for compensation of magnet faults, so as

to allow ongoing commissioning or operation, and
0.1.4 To coordinate correction of magnetic component, subsystem, or system

faults so as to ensure the required beam performance specifications are
met.

Successful completion of the plan will ensure that magnetic fields at the site of the
beam will be consistent with operational understanding (i.e., the field is at the set point
and does have the expected properties). This will be achieved by demonstrating
compliance of component and system behavior with construction engineering
specifications, bringing the accelerator system into conformance with the machine
model, and certifying beam performance of the driver accelerator.

0.2 Philosophy of Plan
The MPIP philosophy is driven by the principal project goal of achieving driver and
FEL performance within the parameters of an aggressive schedule and a parsimonious
budget. This goal must be met through coordination of limited resources implemented
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by a small informal team (of designated system owners, performance integrators,
commissioning principal investigators, and technical advisors), which is led by the
director of commissioning. The MPIP will therefore utilize the outcome-oriented
approached adopted for the transport system design [1]; component, individual
system, and integrated system performance will be specified and certified to be
sufficient (though perhaps better than necessary) to ensure the required electron beam
and FEL performance. This will avoid the necessity of expensive and time consuming
iterations of component and system performance enhancement during construction,
commissioning, or machine operations.

0.3 Overview of Plan Methodology
The MPIP comprises seven subsections, which are as follows.

0.3.1 Statement of Systems Subject to Integration - provides a tabulation of
interacting systems and identifies team members - the director of machine
commissioning, commissioning principle investigators, system owners,
performance integrators, and technical advisors - and details the
collaboration amongst these parties.

0.3.2 Specifications - discusses the rationale behind magnet component and
system specifications, details how these specification support machine
performance goals, and documents the specification values.

0.3.3 System Engineering Realization of Specifications - describes how the
engineering design of transport system components implements and
enforces the required component specifications.

0.3.4 Verification of Component and Subsystem Specifications - details how
individual components will be performance certified and determined to be
in compliance with specification.

0.3.5 Integrated Magnet System Performance Verification - detailed testing that
will be used to diagnose system faults during commissioning and operation
and to certify performance of the beam transport/magnetic system within
the driver accelerator.

0.3.6 Integration Fault Correction Plan - discusses the process to be followed to
correct faults observed during verification of component, subsystem, or
integrated system performance.

0.3.7 References - links to institutional standard documentation, such as
technical notes, engineering specification documents, and World Wide
Web (WWW) resources.

0.4 Plan Completion
The MPIP will be considered complete when operational verification of magnetic
system behavior appropriate to ensure driver and FEL performance is certified; the
following criteria will constitute acceptance tests providing this certification.
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0.4.1 Compliance with Specifications - Compliance of individual components,
subsystems, and integrated systems with specifications will be
demonstrated.

0.4.2 Conformity to Machine Model - Beam and machine response to magnetic
system parametric variations will conform to behavior expected from the
machine model.

0.4.3 Driver Baseline Performance - Specified driver magnet-related baseline
performance (as defined in Appendix I, assumed at present to be
consistent with requirements for full power FEL operation) will be
achieved.

1 Statement of Systems Subject to Integration

The magnet integration process is a commissioning/operational activity that addresses the
interaction of a variety of systems. These include:

1.0.1 Individual Magnetic Components
1.0.2 Magnet Power Supplies
1.0.3 Diagnostic and Control Systems
1.0.4 Vacuum System
1.0.5 The Component Installation Process – Survey and Alignment
1.0.6 Accelerator Physics – the Product
1.0.7 FEL – the Customer

In the following, the MPIP details the scope of these systems, identifies the director of
machine commissioning, system owners, relevant performance integrators, and available
technical advisors, and details the collaborative relationship amongst these various parties.

1.1 Magnets
Magnetic components in the IR-FEL driver that are subject to this MPIP are grouped
into the following classes:

1.1.1 Primary Beamline Dipoles, including
1.1.1.1 injection line, injector dump line, recirculation chicane, and

reinjection chicane dipoles,
1.1.1.2 optical cavity chicane dipoles,
1.1.1.3 reverse bends, and
1.1.1.4 pi-bends.

1.1.2 Primary Beamline Quadrupoles, including
1.1.2.1 injection line and injector dump line quadrupoles,
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1.1.2.2 matching telescope quadrupoles (upstream and downstream of
the wiggler, and at reinjection, and

1.1.2.3 backleg transport quadrupoles.

1.1.3 Trim Magnets, including
1.1.3.1 steering magnets (correction dipoles),
1.1.3.2 path length  adjustment/rf phasing dipoles,
1.1.3.3 trim quadrupoles, and
1.1.3.4 sextupoles.

1.1.4 Wiggler, exclusive of operation of the FEL

1.1.5 Magnetic Shielding - high permeability material used to shield beam from
stray magnetic fields.

Definitions for these magnetic components were developed using standard beam
optical techniques [2] and are extensively documented in the IR-FEL WWW site [3].

1.2 Power Supplies
Magnet power supplies in the IR-FEL driver that are subject to this MPIP are grouped
into the following classes:

1.2.1 Box Power Supplies, including those driving large dipole magnets via
1.2.1.1 the injection chicane dipole buss,
1.2.1.2 the recirculation arc dipole buss, and
1.2.1.3 dipole busses driving the injection line/reinjection chicane and

the recirculation chicane/energy recovery dump line.

1.2.2 Bulk Power Supplies, used to power trim cards driving small magnets

1.2.3 Trim Cards for small magnets such as
1.2.3.1 primary and trim quadrupoles,
1.2.3.2 sextupoles, and
1.2.3.3 horizontal and vertical correction magnets.

1.2.4 “Antipower” Supplies – Main Shunts – used to match large dipoles,
including
1.2.4.1 the downstream optical cavity chicane shunt, and
1.2.4.2 the shunts on each pi-bend.

1.2.5 Path Length/RF Phasing Dipole Supply - a unique single power supply
driving, in series, the path-length/rf phasing dipoles.
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Specifications for these power supplies were developed using standard beam optical
and electrical engineering techniques [4,5] and are extensively documented in the IR-
FEL site on the World Wide Web (WWW) [6].

1.3 Diagnostics and Controls
Numerous diagnostic and control systems are subject to this MPIP. These include:

1.3.1 The EPICS Control System Implementation for
1.3.1.1 all hardware device drivers employed in the driver accelerator

beam transport system,
1.3.1.2 all high level control applications, and
1.3.1.3 FEL-specific user applications.

1.3.2 Beam Monitoring and Diagnostic Devices, including
1.3.2.1 electromagnetic beam position monitors,
1.3.2.2 OTR and synchrotron light based beam viewers,
1.3.2.3 cavity and OTR-based beam phase (arrival time) monitoring

systems,
1.3.2.4 beam current monitors (Faraday cup and cavity monitors), and
1.3.2.5 beam profile monitors - single- and multi-slit and or moving wire

(harp) based beam profile monitors

Beam-optical specifications for diagnostics and controls were developed using
standard beam optical techniques [7]; similarly, detailed specifications have been
developed from a diagnostic engineering [8] and control systems perspective [9].
These are extensively documented in the IR-FEL WWW site [10].

1.4 Vacuum System
The IR FEL driver vacuum system will be fabricated from 304 stainless steel. This
material has well-documented magnetic properties; deviations of fields at the site of
the beam from externally applied values due to the presence of the vacuum chamber
have been observed and measured [11]. Such discrepancies must be limited to ensure
adequate field quality is achieved and accommodated in order to ensure that
appropriate field values are applied to the beam.

1.5 Survey and Alignment
Extensive use of standard Jefferson Lab survey and alignment systems will be made in
the IR FEL driver. Alignment specifications have been developed for all magnetic
components through the use of standard beam optical techniques [12]; these are
documented in detail in the IR-FEL WWW site [13].

1.6 Accelerator Physics
This “system” is the activity of characterizing the performance of the output beam that
is the “product” of the FEL driver.  It defines the design and operational bridge from
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components and hardware systems to the FEL itself and provides the connection
between end-user requirements (imposed by the FEL) and driver component and
system construction specifications and operating parameters. It includes the following
issues as “subsystems”:

1.6.1 Injector Performance
1.6.1.1 gun performance/beam formation
1.6.1.2 cryounit performance/SRF/RF issues
1.6.1.3 injector beam transport
1.6.1.4 collective effects – wake fields, space charge, BBU

1.6.2 Cryomodule Performance
1.6.2.1 SRF/RF issues
1.6.2.2 Collective effects – wake fields, space charge, BBU

1.6.3 Beam Transport
1.6.3.1 single particle dynamics – lattice design, linear and nonlinear

optics
1.6.3.2  collective effects – wake fields, space charge, CSR

1.6.4 Feedback Systems

1.6.5 Energy Recovery

1.7 FEL
The FEL is the end-user of the FEL Driver – it is the “customer”. As such, it defines
output beam requirements that all accelerator systems must meet; this MPIP must
bring Driver magnet systems into compliance with this standard.

1.8 System Ownership
This section of the MPIP documents system ownership, authority, responsibility, and
technical input channels for the magnet integration process.

1.8.1 List of Director of Commissioning, System Owners, Performance
Integrators, and Technical Advisors - The Director of Commissioning at
the date of this document is Robert Legg. He is responsible for the
coordination of all commissioning related activities, including magnet
integration.

System owners, performance integrators, and technical advisors for
magnet integration related activities are indicated in Table 1.8.1.
Commissioning principle investigators are named separately in the IR-FEL
Commissioning Plan [14].
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1.8.2 Collaboration of Director, Investigators, Owners, Advisors, Integrators -
The collaboration of Director of Commissioning, Commissioning Principal
Investigators, System Owners, Advisors, and Performance Integrators,
has been described in some detail by A. Hutton [15]. In his scenario,
performance integration is an task intended to bring the performance of a
clearly delineated area, involving multiple systems, up to specification
through a process of commissioning/operational testing and coordination
of the activities of groups of system owners. As such, it is under the
purview of the Director of Commissioning and will be so implemented in
this MPIP. The individual systems are owned by specified individuals who
are responsible for implementation of changes and upgrades identified
during the performance integration process.

Table 1.8.1: System Owners, Performance Integrators, and Technical
Advisors

System Owner Performance Integrator Technical Advisors
Magnets G. Biallas D. Douglas;

L. Harwood, mentor
J. Karn

Power Supplies W. Merz D. Douglas;
L. Harwood, mentor

Diagnostics K. Jordan G. Krafft;
Ch. Leemann, mentor

J. C. Denard

Controls
hardware
software

K. Jordan
K. White A. Hofler

Survey and
Alignment

C. Curtis

Accelerator Physics C. Bohn D. Douglas, accelerator design, optics
G. Krafft, diagnostics, accelerator physics
R. Li, accelerator physics
L. Merminga, RF, collective effects
B. Yunn, injector, optics, collective effects

FEL G. Neil S. Benson
M. Shinn

Performance integrators will interact collaboratively with system owners,
identified technical advisors, and accelerator division department heads
with guidance and facilitation of the performance integration mentors.
They exercise ownership over problems with machine performance and
act to coordinate the resolution of these problems through use of a
process described in Section 6 of this plan.

The role of the Commissioning Principal Investigators is new to the IR-
FEL commissioning effort [16]. These individuals will, under the direction
of the Director of Commissioning and in collaboration with system
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owners, performance integrators, and technical advisors, develop and
execute test plans to characterize various portions of the machine,
commission those regions, and bring them into operational status. They
therefore interact extensively, and work cooperatively, with performance
integrators. The primary distinction between the two is that performance
integrators are responsible for bringing “meta-systems” (such as
“magnets”, “optics”, or “RF”) of the machine into full operation, while
principle investigators are responsible for the commissioning and
operation of regions of the machine (such as “injector”, “cryomodule” or
“arc”). Performance integration is primarily a problem resolution activity,
while principal investigation is primarily an operational activity.

1.8.2.1 The forum for collaboration will be
1.8.2.1.1 weekly FEL commissioning meetings
1.8.2.1.2 daily FEL operations meetings,
1.8.2.1.3 weekly FEL operations scheduling meetings,
1.8.2.1.4 regularly scheduled group meetings of system owners, and
1.8.2.1.5 irregularly or informally scheduled meetings involving any or all

appropriate parties.

1.8.2.2 Instruments of communication and documentation amongst
collaborators will include
1.8.2.2.1 external archival publications,
1.8.2.2.2 FEL WWW site documentation,
1.8.2.2.3 standard Jefferson Lab documentation such as technical notes,

engineering specifications, performance integration plans,
operational plans, ES/H documentation, drawings, and similar
institutional archival material

1.8.2.2.4 standard Jefferson Lab accelerator operational test plans and
procedures,

1.8.2.2.5 electronic mail, particularly to group mailing lists, and
1.8.2.2.6 individual group archival design, implementation, and test-result

documentation and data.

2 Specifications

In this context, a “specification” is a constraint on the allowed value or range of values for
some parameter characterizing driver accelerator components, systems, or output beam.
The specification is typically stated as a target value or range and an error tolerance. If the
specifications on all accelerator components and systems are properly set and met, beam
performance will, in turn, meet the specifications imposed on it by FEL requirements. One
task of this MPIP (Section 0.1.2.2) is to guide the determination of whether a performance
fault is due to a failure of components or systems to meet specification or due to the
failure of component or system specifications to provide adequate performance. We
therefore discuss, in the following, the specification process employed during the beam
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optical and engineering design of the IR-FEL driver. The rational underlying the
specification suite is given, and specification values are documented.

2.1 Specification Rationale

2.1.1 Specification Purpose – The purposes of magnetic system specifications
are to
2.1.1.1 define baseline parameters for the system,
2.1.1.2 characterize the sensitivity of output beam performance to

variations of component and system parameters, and
2.1.1.3 provide engineering tolerances to guide the design, construction,

and integration of magnetic components, subsystems, and
systems.

2.1.2 Specification Philosophy – the specification philosophy adopted for the
IR-FEL driver design is heavily motivated by the short project schedule
[17]. Given schedule constraints, an “optimization-oriented” specification
process (in which detailed design studies are used to evaluate and
optimize component and system specifications) could not be employed.
Instead, an “outcome-oriented” approach was utilized. In this paradigm, a
baseline design and a top-down error budget were developed and
constrained to be consistent with beam performance requirements imposed
by the FEL. Error specifications on individual components and systems
were then collectively required to conform to the error budget.

Through this process, we ensure that individual component and system
specifications are sufficient to ensure beam performance targets will be
met. They may, however, be more stringent than is necessary. Given the
short project schedule, the potential for specification error with associated
inadequate output beam performance, the expense and schedule impact of
reworks, and the political gravity of the outcome, this was deemed
acceptable.

2.1.3 Specification Methodology – the methodology followed in setting
component and system specifications is follows [18].
2.1.3.1 Define baseline parameter set for system – an initial design

meeting FEL requirements is generated and documented [19].
2.1.3.2 Set error budget – an overall error budget is developed using an

analytic treatment of error effects in the driver accelerator. The
beam can fill as much as ½ of the machine physical aperture
during energy recovery. We therefore require that beam growth
due to all error sources be limited to order 10% of the nominal
beam spot size, and that all errors acting together not cause beam
quality degradation beyond that tolerable for FEL operation. All
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errors must act in concert such that the overall error budget is not
exceeded.

2.1.3.3 Set individual tolerances – individual error specifications are then
set within the constraints of the error budget. Analysis of the
effect of any single error source is used to set engineering
tolerances that ensure beam quality degradation from a sole error
source is limited to the 0.1-1% range. A sum in quadrature over
all errors then limits the total effect on the beam to the required
level, under the assumption that the errors do not interact in a
nonlinear fashion.

2.1.3.4 Numerically verify that the final specification suite/error budget
provides required machine/beam performance – when
development of the error budget and specification suite is
complete, expected machine performance is examined
numerically. This activity serves the magnet integration process
two ways: it
2.1.3.4.1 verifies that multiple error sources do not interact in an

unanticipated fashion, leading to possible failure in machine
performance even in the event that all components and systems
individually meet specification, and

2.1.3.4.2 generates a machine model to be used in future simulations
employed during machine commissioning, operation, and
performance integration.

2.1.4 Documentation of Specifications – specifications have been fully
documented by the Accelerator Design Department through the use of
CEBAF and JLAB technical notes and by individual system owners
through the used of standard Jefferson Lab engineering documentation.
Detailed indices to this documentation are available at the Jefferson Lab
FEL WWW Site (http://www.jlab.org/FEL/).

2.2 Specification Values
Specifications for IR-FEL driver component and system parameters are in general not
dissimilar to those for CEBAF. Dipole and quadrupole alignment tolerances are a
factor of two looser than in the CEBAF transport system. Because of the large bend
angles and relatively short focal lengths used in the FEL driver, excitation tolerances
are consistent with or a factor of a few tighter than in CEBAF. These features,
together with very large beam sizes, lead to magnetic field quality specifications that
are considerably tighter than in CEBAF.

Individual specification values are evaluated and documented, as noted in Section
2.1.4, in CEBAF and JLAB technical notes and at the Jefferson Lab FEL WWW Site
(http://www.jlab.org/FEL/). References to, and pertinent comments about, each
specification class are given in the following subsections.
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2.2.1 Baseline Design Parameter Set – the baseline design is fully documented in
various publications, technical notes and on the Web [20]. Standard
accelerator component and system descriptions are employed.

2.2.2 Alignment – Due to much smaller parts count and relative (on the scale of
the betatron wavelength) element to element separation (with resulting
smaller average lattice functions and transfer matrix elements), the
sensitivity of the FEL driver to misalignments is lower than that of
CEBAF. The alignment tolerances as documented in various technical
notes and on the Web [21] are looser by a factor of 2. This relaxed
tolerance is achievable with a straightforward two-pass alignment process
[22].

2.2.3 Excitation – The relative insensitivity of the FEL driver transport system
due to its small parts count and modest transfer matrix elements is offset
by the use of large bend angles and short focal lengths in the design.
Consequently, excitation tolerances (both AC (ripple and stability) and DC
– resolution, set point, and reproducibility) are similar to those required in
CEBAF [23]. We note the significant recent progress on meeting CEBAF
specifications [24], and remark that the FEL driver will benefit from this
work. In particular, the specified field control will require use of
overshoot-corrected and calibrated trim cards [25].

2.2.4 Field Quality – FEL Driver beam phase space volumes and spot sizes are
significantly larger (normalized emittances ~10x, momentum spreads as
much as ~500x) than those in CEBAF; the corresponding working
aperture is therefore also significantly larger (typically, a factor of two or
more). Linear aperture requirements increase accordingly; to provide the
required working aperture, magnet good fields (particularly in dipoles,
where the beam size, which is momentum spread dominated, is largest)
must be better in quality and larger in volume than in CEBAF [26]. Of
particular concern are
2.2.4.1 transverse field quality in main dipoles – due to the very large

beam size (10 cm during lasing) the field must be flat to order  10-

4

2.2.4.2 longitudinal field roll-off in main dipoles – to control vertical
focussing effects, the field roll-off integral K1 of any dipole family
must be 0.27±0.05 with an allowable intra-family full (4σ)
variation of  ±0.003 [27].

2.2.4.3 dipole core field and field integral tolerance – the dipoles in the
FEL Driver provide significant focussing. As a consequence, the
core field (bend radius) and field integral (bend angle) must both
match design to within a moderately aggressive tolerance (order
10-3).

2.2.4.4 field integral flatness in correction dipoles – the need for large
working aperture and good focussing control drives an aggressive
field integral flatness specification for the correction dipoles. The
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variation of field integral throughout the working aperture must
be of order 10-2.

3 System Engineering Realization of Specifications

Standard accelerator engineering methods have been employed to ensure that FEL Driver
components and systems meet FEL-driven specifications. Instances of various activities
are described in the following.

3.1 Design to Specifications
In cases that CEBAF-standard components could not be used, new designs for FEL
Driver components and systems were developed. Standard engineering practice and
simulation tools (such as TOSCA) were used to meet the specifications documented in
Section 2.

3.1.1 Use of Standard Engineering Practice – New designs are required for
several FEL driver magnetic components. Components with specifications
that could not be met using elements in the CEBAF inventory were
developed using standard methods and relations defining field
characteristics as a function of component parameters (e.g., dipole core
field as a function of gap, current, and turn number). The component
designs so treated are as follows:
3.1.1.1 main dipole design

3.1.1.1.1 dipole body
3.1.1.1.2 dipole ends – field clamps

3.1.1.2 trim quadrupole design
3.1.1.3 sextupole design
3.1.1.4 path length adjustment/RF phasing dipole design

These components were not studied at the design stage using simulation
tools such as TOSCA or POISSON. They were either considered
sufficiently well understood that this was unnecessary, or were deemed
sufficiently critical that a prototyping program (described below in Section
3.2) was initiated. This approach is in part motivated by schedule pressure
that precluded mounting a significant simulation effort and design
optimization process for many of the components.

3.1.2 Simulation – A single component design has been developed using
TOSCA. It is the
3.1.2.1 correction dipole design, which required better field quality than

that available from the CEBAF-inventory air-core correction
dipole [28].
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Simulation will, in addition, be used in the analysis of magnetic component
faults; a TOSCA model for FEL Driver main dipoles is, at this writing,
under development at Northrup-Grumman-Lockheed-Martin-Marietta
[29].

3.2 Prototyping
Given the aforementioned schedule pressures and the conventional nature of driver
magnetic components, little simulation analysis of the engineering designs was
performed. Instead, a program of prototyping each magnetic element type was
undertaken. All new classes of driver magnetic components were “analog modeled”
using prototypes. (We note that QB, QG, and QJ quadrupoles were either in the
CEBAF inventory or very similar to components in the inventory, and so were not
prototyped.) The various classes, and comments about each, follow.

3.2.1 Main Dipoles – the prototyping effort for driver main transport dipoles
has been documented in the literature [30]. Features of three key elements
in these dipole designs were established through this activity. These are
[31]:
3.2.1.1 coil design – a preliminary backleg-wound coil design, established

using the methods of Section 3.1.1, was rejected based on results
of prototyping (due to excessive stray fields – see comments in
Section 3.2.1.3, below) and a saddle-coil geometry (also
developed using the methods of Section 3.1.1) was adopted after
certification through prototyping and measurement.

3.2.1.2 magnet pole design – a window-frame geometry developed using
the methods of Section 3.1.1 was modified based on the
prototyping effort. A Purcell gap and a layer of high-permeability
material was added to the pole face so as to improve field
uniformity and meet the required field homogeneity tolerance (see
Section 2.2.3)

3.2.1.3 end/field clamp design – initial measurement demonstrated the
prototype transport dipole generated stray fields (several gauss at
a longitudinal distance of several gap lengths from the pole)
significantly beyond specification (earth’s field levels a few gap
lengths from the pole). In addition, the end-field roll-off integrals
were rather large (~0.6) and not easily modified. A variable
geometry field clamp was therefore designed, tested, and
certified; this clamp reduces stray fields to specified values and
brings the field roll-off integral into compliance with specification
(see Section 2.2.3.2)

3.2.2 Trim Quadrupole – The trim quadrupole design was developed using
methods of Section 3.1.1; the design was certified through a
prototyping/measurement effort [32].
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3.2.3 Sextupole – The chromatic correction sextupole design was developed
using methods of Section 3.1.1; the design will be certified through a
prototyping/measurement effort [33]. The prototype magnet and coils
have at this date been produced and await measurement; the principal
concerns are as follows:
3.2.3.1 intra-family tracking
3.2.3.2 field quality
3.2.3.3 field leakage and cross talk with adjacent elements – the

sextupole is a short (0.15 m), large bore (0.2 m) magnet. Field
leakage and cross-talk are therefore concerns; a system of field
clamps may be required to suppress stray field effects by and on
the magnet.

3.2.4 Path Length Adjustment/RF Phasing Dipoles – The path-length
adjustment/RF phasing dipole design was developed using methods of
Section 3.1.1; it is at this date undergoing certification through a
prototyping/measurement effort [34]. The dipole is essentially a mu-metal
box driven by a set of coils; principal concerns are as follows:
3.2.4.1 achieving specified field integral values – these are rather large

for the available slot length
3.2.4.2 field quality – the magnet has a rather large working aperture and

must meet an aggressive field quality specification (see Section
2.2.3.4); this requirement drives the use of high-permeability
material to shape the field generated by the coils

3.2.4.3 field leakage and cross talk with adjacent elements – the magnet
is in close proximity to other high field magnets and may
communicate with them.

3.2.5 Correction Dipoles – The correction dipole designs were developed using
methods of Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 [35]. The designs are, at this date,
undergoing certification through a prototyping/measurement effort [36].
Principal concerns are identical to those for the path length adjustment/RF
phasing dipoles, as detailed in Sections 3.2.3.1-3.

3.3 Utilize CEBAF Experience
Specified performance for several magnet-related driver systems can be achieved by
using components in the CEBAF inventory or by applying methods developed for use
in CEBAF. This was done where applicable. The following components or systems are
drawn directly from, or are based on articles in, the CEBAF inventory.

3.3.1 Main Quadrupoles – are either stock CEBAF QJs or QBs, or are newly
produced, modified, low field versions of the QB, called QGs. The
performance of these magnets is well characterized and known to meet
specification when the magnets are implemented in a properly integrated
system [37].
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3.3.1.1 QJs – the four quads in the injection telescope, as well as various
dump line quads, are standard CEBAF QJs drawn from the
CEBAF spares set.

3.3.1.2 QBs – ten quadrupoles (six in the triplets adjacent to the wiggler,
four in the reinjection telescope) are standard CEBAF QBs.
These are quads removed from CEBAF.

3.3.1.3 QGs – the remaining main quadrupoles (six in the “outboard”
triplets of the telescopes matching into and out of the wiggler,
thirteen in the backleg transport, as well as various dump line
quads) are “low-field” QBs, called QGs. They are simply QBs
with a reduced coil package.

3.3.2 Power supplies – at least three classes of power supply are used in the
FEL driver. The most common are as follows.
3.3.2.1 Box supplies – are high power supplies used to drive dipole

strings. They are known to meet specification when implemented
in a properly integrated system [38].

3.3.2.2 Shunts – are devices used to drain current from individual or
grouped magnets on a string, thereby allowing some variation of
the individual or group of magnets relative to the rest of the
string. Such devices are essentially modified trim regulator cards
(see Section 3.3.2.3 below). They are known to meet
specification when implemented in a properly integrated system
[39].

3.3.2.3 Trim cards – are low power supplies used to drive individual
small magnets such as correctors, quadrupoles, and sextupoles.
The trim card system comprises a bulk power supply and a set of
regulator cards that draw power from the bulk supply and act as
independent current sources. CEBAF operational experience
indicates some difficulties exist with these devices, but that they
can be made to comply to FEL driver specifications provided that
[40]
3.3.2.3.1 proper communication is established amongst the EPICS high

level control system, the power supply controller (scanner) and the
individual cards,

3.3.2.3.2 the individual trim cards are slightly modified from the original
CEBAF design to correct an overshoot effect causing errors in
hysteresis looping of iron magnets, and

3.3.2.3.3 the output current of the cards is properly calibrated.

The FEL driver will follow the lead of the CEBAF magnet
integration effort [41] on this issue and can thereby expect to
achieve specified performance.
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3.3.3 Magnet Cross Talk and Magnetic Shielding – have been significant issues
for CEBAF [42]; this experience motivates certain concerns for the FEL
driver.
3.3.3.1 Magnet cross talk – congestion in the driver transport system

layout leads to concern about stray fields and potential cross talk
amongst elements that are in close longitudinal proximity. Certain
measures have been taken to assess and alleviate these concerns:
3.3.3.1.1 field clamps have been implemented on the main dipoles and will

be implemented for large aperture devices such as the chromatic
correction sextupoles,

3.3.3.1.2 cross talk measurements have been and will be made for elements
in close longitudinal proximity [43].

3.3.3.1.3 magnetic shielding will be implemented where required to reduce
cross talk to tolerable levels (see Section 3.3.3.2.2 below).

3.3.3.2 Magnetic shielding – The driver system configuration and beam
optical sensitivities are generally similar to those of the CEBAF
injector, in which it has been necessary to install extensive
magnetic shielding, both to eliminate effects of the Earth’s field
and to reduce the effects of magnet cross talk. In this regard,
3.3.3.2.1 high-permeability material will be installed where practical (in

regions with little congestion) to isolate the beam from the effects
of the Earth’s magnetic field [44]. For this reason, no allocation
was made in the corrector field integral budget for correction of
the Earth’s field [45]. In congested regions, magnetic elements
themselves provide shielding from external fields, and the close
element-to-element spacing reduces the potential impact of
steering by the earth’s field [46]. Any configuration changes to
corrector allocations in unshielded regions should include an
allocation for compensation of the integrated Earth’s field.

3.3.3.2.2 the installed magnetic shielding must avoid introducing or
contributing to additional magnet cross talk. Though a formal
specification of magnet cross-talk has not been made, such effects
should be sufficiently well controlled through design or shielding
that individual magnet specifications are not violated through any
cross-talk mechanisms. Measurements of cross talk in particularly
congested regions (such as trim quad/sextupole girders, trim
quad/corrector girders, or path length control dipoles/pi bend
ends) will be used to give guidance on this issue.

3.4 Enforce Specifications During Construction
An additional engineering practice used to ensure specifications will be met is the
monitoring of component properties/performance and enforcement of specifications
during construction. This process has three stages.

3.4.1 Communication of Specifications to Vendors – Production-relevant
component criteria are provided to vendors during requests for proposal
and at the time of contractual agreement. These criteria are developed so
as to ensure that all performance related specifications will be met.
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3.4.2 Interaction with Vendors – Ongoing interaction with vendors during the
component production process ensures that production criteria, and hence
performance specifications, are enforced, and that the production process
proceeds successfully and on schedule. When problems are encountered,
on site interaction of vendor staff and Jefferson Lab system engineering
representatives are used to develop solutions. An example of this process
is provided by the development (by Everson Electric and Jefferson Lab
staff) of production methods for attaching high-permeability material to
the main dipole poles (see Section 3.2.1.2).

3.4.3 Acceptance Testing – a program of acceptance testing, both with vendors
and in-house, will be used to verify that components and systems meet
production criteria and performance specification before and during
installation. Details of this testing are discussed below, in Section 4.

At all stages, the interaction of system owners, vendors, performance integrators,
mentors, director of commissioning, principal investigators, and technical advisors
described in Section 1.8.2 will be used to ensure that final beam performance is
achieved. When production criteria and/or performance specifications are violated, the
following process will be used to resolve the violation.

3.4.4 Violation Resolution – in circumstances in which production criteria or
performance specifications are not met:
3.4.4.1 The system owner, the technical advisors, the director of

commissioning, and the relevant commissioning principal
investigator(s) and performance integrator(s) will review the
criterion or specification in question. Simultaneously, the
vendor, the system owner, the technical advisers and
performance integrator(s) will assess the source of the violation.

3.4.4.2 In the event the criterion/specification is revised, documentation
will be updated and production will proceed under the revised
requirement.

3.4.4.3 In the event the criterion/specification is reaffirmed, the vendor
and the system owner with the support of the technical advisors,
and relevant performance integrator(s) will develop revised
production methods ensuring the requirement is met.

4 Verification of Component and Subsystem Specifications

Numerous tests of individual components, subsystems and systems will be performed
before and after installation during construction, and during commissioning, to verify
that these articles meet specification and/or to give guidance as to how to bring them into
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compliance with specification. Measurements to be performed on each driver system are
detailed in the following sections.

4.1 Magnet Related Measurements
Magnetic and alignment tests on individual and grouped magnetic components will be
performed before and after installation and as a part of the commissioning process.
The first class of these tests will characterize the magnetic properties of the
components; the second class of tests will characterize the alignment of the
components.

4.1.1 Magnetic Field Characterization – magnetic components will be tested
both before and after installation to characterize their properties.
4.1.1.1 Prior to installation – various tests will be used to certify, prior

to installation in the accelerator vault, that magnetic components
and system properties conform to design specifications. These
will be performed on the magnet test stand [47] and will fully
document the operational characteristics of all FEL driver
transport system magnets.
4.1.1.1.1 The documentation process will be as follows:

4.1.1.1.1.1 measurement of component- and system-specific
magnetic properties (directed by Karn as a technical
advisor)

4.1.1.1.1.2 review of magnetic properties (by Karn – as
technical advisor, Biallas  - as system owner,
Douglas – as magnet performance integrator and
Harwood – as mentor)

4.1.1.1.1.3 acceptance of magnet performance by (Karn – as
technical advisor, and Douglas – as magnet
performance integrator) with documentary signoff

4.1.1.1.1.4 archival recording of process (by Karn – as technical
advisor), using “Magnet Quality Control Signoff”
documentation [48].

The “component- and system-specific magnetic properties” to be
characterized are described in Sections 4.1.1.1.2-7, below.
4.1.1.1.2 Main dipoles will be characterized by the following tests:

4.1.1.1.2.1 Excitation Curves
4.1.1.1.2.1.1 measure core field to 0.1% absolutely;

get population variation
4.1.1.1.2.1.2 measure field integral to 0.1%

absolutely; get population variation
4.1.1.1.2.2 Field Maps

4.1.1.1.2.2.1 measure end-field roll-off integral K1

4.1.1.1.2.2.2 measure transverse field variation
∆B(x)L/BL of field integral to 0.01%;
establish field flatness for rectangular
dipoles and deviation from linearity for
wedge magnets.

4.1.1.1.2.3 Magnet reproducibility – measure to 0.01%
4.1.1.1.3 Main quadrupoles will be characterized by the following tests:

4.1.1.1.3.1 Excitation Curves
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4.1.1.1.3.1.1 measure gradient integral to 0.1%; get
population variation

4.1.1.1.3.1.2 measure remnant field
4.1.1.1.3.2 Field Maps

4.1.1.1.3.2.1 measure “random error” harmonics
(n=2,3,4,6,7,8) at half aperture; certify
sum below 0.1%

4.1.1.1.3.2.2 measure “systematic error” harmonics
(n=5,9) at full aperture; certify each
below 0.1%

4.1.1.1.3.2.3 measure deviation of magnetic center
from population average

4.1.1.1.3.3 Magnet reproducibility – measure to 0.01%
4.1.1.1.4 Correction dipoles will be characterized by the following tests:

4.1.1.1.4.1 Excitation Curves
4.1.1.1.4.1.1 field integral – for air core and µ-metal

correctors
4.1.1.1.4.2 Field Maps

4.1.1.1.4.2.1 measure random and systematic error
harmonics; certify sum below 1%

4.1.1.1.4.2.2 in wide µ-metal correctors, measure
transverse field variation ∆B(x)L/BL of
field integral; establish field flatness

4.1.1.1.4.3 Reproducibility – µ-metal correctors only
4.1.1.1.5 Trim Quadrupoles will be characterized by the following tests:

4.1.1.1.5.1 Excitation Curves
4.1.1.1.5.1.1 measure gradient integral; get

population variation
4.1.1.1.5.1.2 measure remnant field

4.1.1.1.5.2 Field Maps
4.1.1.1.5.2.1 measure “random error” harmonics

(n=2,3,4,6,7,8) at center of aperture
4.1.1.1.5.2.2 measure “systematic error” harmonics

(n=5,9) at center of aperture
4.1.1.1.5.2.3 measure transverse variation of field

integral ∆B(x)L/BL; certify deviation
from linearity is less than 1%

4.1.1.1.5.2.4 measure deviation of magnetic center
from population average

4.1.1.1.5.3 Magnet reproducibility
4.1.1.1.6 Sextupoles will be characterized by the following tests

4.1.1.1.6.1 Excitation Curves
4.1.1.1.6.1.1 with and without field clamps, measure

curvature integral; get population
variation

4.1.1.1.6.1.2 with and without field clamps, measure
remnant field

4.1.1.1.6.2 Field Maps
4.1.1.1.6.2.1 without field clamps, measure random

and systematic error harmonics at half
or full aperture
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4.1.1.1.6.2.2 with field clamps, measure random and
systematic error harmonics at center of
aperture

4.1.1.1.6.2.3 with and without field clamps, measure
transverse variation of field integral
∆B(x)L/BL

4.1.1.1.6.2.4 with and without field clamps, measure
deviation of magnetic center from
population average

4.1.1.1.6.3 Magnet reproducibility
4.1.1.1.7 Magnet interaction tests will be used to check for cross-talk

amongst elements and to either certify that cross-talk does not
lead to a violation of specified single-element performance, or to
give guidance for suppression of cross-talk until single element
performance specifications are met. Extremely congested areas,
such as those listed in Sections 4.1.1.1.7.1-3 below, will receive
particular attention; the effect of cross talk amongst components
in these areas will be directly measured in the magnet
measurement facility prior to installation in the accelerator.
4.1.1.1.7.1 metallic correctors/trim quads/sextupoles
4.1.1.1.7.2 path length correctors/pi bends
4.1.1.1.7.3 air-core correctors/main quadrupoles
In addition, a separate class of measurements will be used to
characterize the impact of the Earth’s field and stray fields at the
site of the beam when magnetic shielding is introduced [49].
4.1.1.1.7.4 magnetic shielding tests - Earth’s field and stray

fields.
4.1.1.2 Following Installation – various tests will be made to assure that

components are installed according to specification, component
specifications are maintained during installation, and that the
integrated system performance meets specifications. The
following tests serve this function.
4.1.1.2.1 Magnet polarity checks will be performed.

4.1.1.2.1.1 Test requirements:
4.1.1.2.1.1.1 installed magnets
4.1.1.2.1.1.2 installed power supplies
4.1.1.2.1.1.3 active device controls
4.1.1.2.1.1.4 written test plan and procedure

4.1.1.2.1.2 Test manpower and duration (polarity testing only):
4.1.1.2.1.2.1 initial testing: 3 people/2 days access
4.1.1.2.1.2.2 follow-up testing: 3 people/1 day access

4.1.1.2.2 Magnet reproducibility tests will be performed (portions can be
done simultaneously with polarity checks of Section 4.1.1.2.1; test
duration must be extended to sum of values in 4.1.1.2.1.2 and
4.1.1.2.2.2. to do so). Tests without beam will verify (as on
nuclear physics machine) reproducibility when trim cards are
overshoot-corrected and calibrated and when box power supplies
are performing to specification.
4.1.1.2.2.1 Test requirements without beam: same as 4.1.1.2.1.1
4.1.1.2.2.2 Test manpower and duration without beam

(reproducibility testing only): same as 4.1.1.2.1.2
4.1.1.2.2.3 Test requirements with beam:
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4.1.1.2.2.3.1 hardware installed as for tests of
Section 4.1.1.2.2.1, plus

4.1.1.2.2.3.2 beam position diagnostics in place as
on nuclear physics machine (BPM
systems with “zero position”, “relative
position” capabilities) and

4.1.1.2.2.3.3 stable beam operations over 1 shift time
scales

4.1.1.2.2.4 Test manpower and duration with beam:
4.1.1.2.2.4.1 initial testing: 2 people (PI, beam

operator)/2-4 days beam time
4.1.1.2.2.4.2 follow-up testing: 2 people/1-2 days

beam time if specifications are met; this
will, however, be an ongoing effort if
there is a problem.

4.1.1.2.3 Stray field surveys will be performed to ensure that DC stray fields
do not steer or focus the beam. Two classes of tests will be
performed:
4.1.1.2.3.1 stray field tests – in which ambient fields are

measured around the beam line with and without the
magnets powered.
4.1.1.2.3.1.1 Test hardware requirements: hardware

installed as for tests of Section 4.1.1.2.1
4.1.1.2.3.1.2 Test administrative requirements:

TOSP to access accelerator vault when
main dipole busses are energized

4.1.1.2.3.1.3 Test manpower and duration: much as
in Section 4.1.1.2.1, provided initial
testing indicates specifications are met
(stray fields on the order of the Earth’s
field along the beam line); ongoing
effort if specifications not satisfied

4.1.1.2.3.2 magnetic shielding tests – will be used to determine
the effectiveness of magnetic shielding in
suppressing the Earth’s field and stray fields. In
these tests, beam orbit performance and corrector
patterns will be analyzed before and after magnetic
shielding is installed and or adjusted to suppress the
effects of stray fields measured in tests of Section
4.1.1.2.3.1.
4.1.1.2.3.2.1 Test hardware requirements: hardware

installed as for reproducibility tests
with beam of Section 4.1.1.2.2.3

4.1.1.2.3.2.2 Test manpower and duration: much as
in reproducibility tests with beam of
Section 4.1.1.2.2.4, provided initial
testing indicates specifications are met;
ongoing effort if specifications not
satisfied

4.1.2 Magnet Alignment – three stages of the alignment of magnetic fields to an
external reference network are relevant to the performance integration
process. These are:
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4.1.2.1 Fiducialization of individual components – tooling will be
installed on magnets to CEBAF standard tolerances using
standard mechanical engineering techniques. Magnetic
measurements will determine if magnetic fields are well aligned
(to the 100 µm level or better – see, e.g., Sections 4.1.1.1.3.2.3,
4.1.1.1.5.2.4, and 4.1.1.1.6.2.4) to the magnet geometry, and thus
to the tooling; if not, the magnetic fields will in addition located
relative to the tooling during the measurement process.

4.1.2.2 Survey and alignment of installed components – will be
performed using standard CEBAF techniques to specified FEL
tolerances. As noted in Section 2.2.2, the specified tolerances are
achievable with a two-pass alignment process [50].

4.1.2.3 Beam testing – accelerator commissioning, characterization, and
performance testing (described below in Section 5) will further
characterize the alignment of driver magnetic components.
Information from these tests will be utilized for guidance in
improving machine alignment.

4.2 Power Supply Tests
FEL driver power supplies will be subjected to various tests during acceptance of
procurements, commissioning, and operations process. Amongst these will be:

4.2.1 Acceptance Testing – as defined contractually with the vendor; this will be
used to provide initial assurance that the power supplies can and will meet
beam performance driven specifications both before and after delivery.

4.2.2 On-site Testing – will proceed as with the CEBAF accelerator, using
“lessons learned”, such as the extensive experience of Tiefenback with
trim power supplies [51].
4.2.2.1 Prior to installation – supplies will be subject to CEBAF-

standard inspection, on-site acceptance testing, and evaluation
prior to installation.

4.2.2.2 After installation – supplies will be subject to CEBAF-standard
evaluation and testing, including checks of
4.2.2.2.1 controls – check installed power supply response to control via the

EPICS control system
4.2.2.2.2 reliability – check performance of supplies throughout prolonged

(days) running period, including
4.2.2.2.2.1 stability – slow drifts (few Hz and below)
4.2.2.2.2.2 reproducibility
4.2.2.2.2.3 ripple – high frequency (few Hz and above) noise

The latter testing series ties in with magnet reproducibility testing
described above in Sections 4.1.1.2 and with beam performance
testing described below in Section 5. Explicit noise tests are
outlined in Section 4.2.3, which immediately follows.
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4.2.3 60 Hz Survey – “high-frequency” (few Hz and higher) noise, colloquially
referred to as “60 Hz” has proven a significant performance problem in
CEBAF. The FEL driver must therefore be prepared to address this issue.
Various tests, identical to those in CEBAF, can be used to evaluate this
problem.
4.2.3.1 without beam – a 60 Hz sensitive detector such as a “hum-meter”

can me used to make surveys of the ambient electromagnetic
background in the accelerator.
4.2.3.1.1 test requirements –

4.2.3.1.1.1 installed power supplies attached to
4.2.3.1.1.2 magnets (loads) in nominal operating configuration
4.2.3.1.1.3 TOSP to be in vault with main dipole busses excited
4.2.3.1.1.4 written test plan and procedure

4.2.3.1.2 test manpower and duration –
4.2.3.1.2.1 initial testing: 3 people for 1-2 days
4.2.3.1.2.2 follow-up testing: 3 people for 1 day if no problem;

activity is ongoing if problem arises
4.2.3.2 with beam – tests are similar to those on CEBAF [52] and will

proceed in a similar fashion.
4.2.3.2.1 test requirements –

4.2.3.2.1.1 installed hardware as for tests of Section 4.2.3.1.1,
plus

4.2.3.2.1.2 beam position diagnostics in place as on nuclear
physics machine (BPM systems with “zero position”,
“relative position” capabilities)

4.2.3.2.1.3 stable beam operations over 1 shift time scales, and
4.2.3.2.1.4 written test plan and procedure

4.2.3.2.2 test manpower and duration –
4.2.3.2.2.1 initial testing: 2 people for 2-4 days initial survey
4.2.3.2.2.2 follow-up testing: 2 people for 1-2 days if no

problem; activity is ongoing if problem arises

4.3 Diagnostic System Tests
As is clear from the above discussion of magnet and power supply performance
testing, and as will be re-enforced below in the Section 5 discussion of beam
performance testing, evaluation and certification of magnet performance depends
heavily on the availability of beam diagnostic information. Successful completion of
this process will require accurate and reliable transverse and longitudinal beam
position and profile measurements.

The diagnostic suite developed for the machine [53] will provide this information.
Assurance that diagnostic systems meet performance specifications is provided by the
Diagnostic Performance Integration Plan [54], which will be executed by the
Diagnostic Performance Integrator (Geoffrey Krafft). Interaction between various
integration processes, such as those for RF, diagnostics, controls, and magnets, has at
this date commenced and is carried out as described in Section 1.8.2. Magnet
performance integration will collaborate closely with diagnostic performance
integration in the planning and execution of tests and analysis of results to ensure that
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diagnostic information is properly interpreted and magnet-related effects accurately
quantified.

4.4 Control System Tests
Comments applying to the driver diagnostic system are equally relevant to the control
system. Magnet operation depends heavily on performance of the EPICS high- and
hardware-level controls to specification. As a successful EPICS implementation
already exists on CEBAF, and as the controls related aspects of the driver magnets
largely mimic the CEBAF implementation, we will repeat the successful processes
employed in bringing the CEBAF magnet/controls interface into specification.

Magnet performance integration will collaborate closely with the owners of the control
system (led by Alicia Hofler) in the planning and execution of tests and analysis of
results to ensure that magnet controls are properly implement. Interaction between
various integration processes, such as those for RF, diagnostics, controls, and
magnets, has at this date commenced and is carried out as described in Section 1.8.2.

Particular areas of emphasis based either on “lessons learned” on CEBAF or FEL
driver-specific needs, are as follows.

4.4.1 Magnet Excitation Curves – as established in tests of Section 4.1.1 and
provided by J. Karn will be used to translate field/gradient/curvature
integral requests for dipoles/quadrupoles/sextupoles into operating
currents

4.4.2 Magnet Low Level Controls – particularly those for shunts and trim cards
will take advantage of lessons learned on CEBAF [55] and mimic CEBAF
implementations. This should assist in the resolution of three problems,
since corrected or in the process of correction, that affected the
performance of the nuclear physics machine:
4.4.2.1 communication errors amongst trim cards, scanners, and control

system,
4.4.2.2 trim card overshoot during hysteresis looping, and
4.4.2.3 trim card and shunt current calibration problems.

4.4.3 FEL-specific High Level Applications – The FEL driver design has certain
differences from CEBAF, which leads to a requirement for a small number
of unique or specially modified high-level control applications.
Requirements for electron beam optical and magnet control related
applications have been informally detailed elsewhere  [56].

4.5 Vacuum System Tests
Deviations in field at the site of the beam from externally applied values will be
measured and characterized. Two deviations are of primary concern and will be dealt
with in different fashions.
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4.5.2 Variations in intensity from externally applies values – will be measured
and characterized; a field offset factor will be included in the excitation
curves employed by the control system so as to ensure proper core field
values are generated at the site of the beam

4.5.3 Transverse/longitudinal deviations in field from core field value – will be
measured, characterized, and limited through proper vacuum system
design (e.g., by keeping welds well away from the working aperture) to
ensure that field quality specifications are met.

5 Integrated Magnet System Performance Verification

In parallel to and following testing and verification of compliance with specification of
components, subsystems, and systems (as described in Section 4), the FEL driver will be
subjected to beam testing so as to verify beam performance targets outlined in Appendix I
are met. This will be done as a portion of and in collaboration with, the commissioning
process. Magnet-related tests, results of which provide vital information to the magnet
performance integration process, are described below.

5.1 Beam Threading

5.1.1 Purpose - the purposes for beam threading of low power test beam are as
follows:
5.1.1.1 to establish integrated (magnet, power supply, vacuum,

diagnostic, and control) accelerator system functionality, and
5.1.1.2 to generate a baseline corrected orbit for further study of lattice

and beam properties.

5.1.2 Methodology - beam threading will be accomplished under a test plan and
operations procedure generated under the leadership of the Director of
Commissioning or his designate. It will utilize standard CEBAF beam
threading techniques and will employ auto-steering high level applications
modified to operate in the IR-FEL Driver environment [57].

5.1.3 Assumptions
5.1.3.1 Prerequisites:

5.1.3.1.1 assumes all Section 4 testing without beam completed and
performance certified

5.1.3.1.2 assumes all Section 4 testing with beam proceeds in parallel to
diagnose any problems

5.1.3.2 Beam Time Requirements: 1 week beam time for initial testing (?)
- adequate if machine works, ongoing effort if it doesn’t
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5.1.4 Test Completion - Beam threading tests will be considered complete when
5.1.4.1 A reproducible orbit corrected to performance tolerances

(defined in Appendix I, Section A.I.2) is demonstrated, and
5.1.4.2 there exists an operational procedure reproducibly providing

this orbit.

5.2 “RESOLVE” Testing - Conformance to the Machine Model
These tests are essentially the “‘DC’ difference orbit” measurement of transverse and
longitudinal lattice properties to validate lattice behavior.

5.2.1 Purpose - the purposes of “RESOLVE” testing of the IR-FEL magnetic
lattice are as follows:
5.2.1.1 to establish conformance of the machine as built with the design

and machine model,
5.2.1.2 to demonstrate transport system reproducibility,
5.2.1.3 to provide diagnostic information regarding possible system

integration faults, and
5.2.1.4 to provide guidance for system integration fault correction.

5.2.2 Methodology - RESOLVE testing of the IR-FEL beam transport system
will be accomplished under a test plan and operations procedure generated
under the leadership of the Director of Commissioning or his designate. It
will utilize standard CEBAF RESOLVE techniques, but requires and must
employ high level applications that have been modified to operate in the
IR-FEL Driver environment [58]. In addition, this suite of tests will
employ phase transfer function measurements of the Yao/Krafft type to
establish and validate beam path length and lattice momentum
compaction.

5.2.3 Assumptions
5.2.3.1 Prerequisites: requires 5.1 completed
5.2.3.2 Beam time requirements: 1 week beam time distributed over 1-2

months running, with 1 week follow-up if all is well; ongoing
effort if there is a problem

5.2.3.3 Operations Requirements: proceed in traditional operating mode
- take a shift of data once or twice a week and go away to ponder
it

5.2.3.4 Hardware/Software Requirements: assumes high level apps have
been modified to capture positional data from OTRs/SLMs and
save it in same file as BPM data accessed by RESOLVE.

5.2.4 Test Completion - MPIP related RESOLVE testing will be considered
complete when
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5.2.4.1 Reproducible beam transport properties within FEL-driven
performance tolerances (defined in Appendix I, Section A.I.3)
are demonstrated, and

5.2.4.2 there exists an operational procedure reproducibly providing
these properties.

5.3 Beam Properties Verification
These tests provide verification of beam behavior within the lattice. They can and
should synergistically interact with proposed studies of CSR effects in this machine
[59]. The Director of Commissioning will coordinate these efforts. As a portion of the
MPIP this activity is NOT intended to characterize beam behavior with the FEL
activated; this will be considered a separate activity, which may synergistically interact
with both this activity and CSR studies, but which will fall under the purview of FEL
commissioning.

5.3.1 Purpose - the purposes of beam properties (emittance, transverse beam
envelope, momentum spread, bunch length) verification are as follows:
5.3.1.1 to establish conformance of the machine as built with the design

and machine model by empirically establishing the machine
produces
5.3.1.1.1 design values of emittance and beam envelopes at various

measurement points for various single bunch charges, thereby
validating transverse betatron matching and CSR-related behavior
[60] within the transport system.

5.3.1.1.2 design momentum spread and bunch length at various
measurement points, thereby validating beam path length and
momentum compaction control,

5.3.1.2 to demonstrate beam properties reproducibility (within the
constraints of transport system reproducibility established in 5.2),

5.3.1.3 to provide diagnostic information regarding possible system
integration faults, and

5.3.1.4 to provide guidance for system integration fault correction.

5.3.2 Methodology - Standard techniques will be employed in this activity to
establish transverse and longitudinal beam properties. Details of and
requirements for the transverse measurements are identical to those for the
CSR characterization study presently in the planning stage [61].
Longitudinal measurements have been described and planned in detail by
Krafft et al. [62]. In addition to presently envisioned requirements, it has
been suggested by Benson [63] that, due to the potentially irregular nature
of the phase space in this machine (particularly after lasing), application of
phase space tomographic techniques may be appropriate in this context.
Use of these methods potentially requires additional hardware and
software development.

5.3.3 Assumptions
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5.3.3.1 Prerequisites: requires 5.2 completed
5.3.3.2 Beam Time Requirements: 2 weeks beam time distributed over 2-

4 months running, with 2 weeks follow-up if all is well; ongoing
effort if there is a problem. (This includes allocation for CSR
study)

5.3.3.3 Operations Requirements: proceed in traditional operating mode
- take a shift of data once or twice a week and go away to ponder
it

5.3.3.4 Hardware/Software Requirements: assumes
5.3.3.4.1 high level apps have been modified to capture and analyze profile

data from OTRs/SLMs
5.3.3.4.2 assumes injector emittance code (Dunham) has been ported and

modifies for this application
5.3.3.4.3 assumes phase space tomographic data acquisition and analysis is

available if needed.

5.3.4 Test Completion - MPIP related beam properties measurements will be
considered complete when
5.3.4.1 Reproducible beam properties within FEL-driven performance

tolerances (defined in Appendix I, Section A.I.4) are
demonstrated, and

5.3.4.2 there exists an operational procedure reproducibly providing
these properties.

5.4 30 Hz Measurements
These tests are essentially the “‘AC’ difference orbit” measurement of transverse and
longitudinal lattice properties to validate lattice behavior. The information provided by
these measurements is in principle identical to that provided by DC difference orbit
testing. However, the emphasis and philosophy of the two measurements differ. DC
measurements occur at larger amplitude and therefore in principle have better relative
error resolution; they tend to be used to localize single, larger error sources for
correction. AC measurements tend to occur at smaller amplitude and to be somewhat
“noisier” as a consequence. They tend to be used to establish the effect of accumulated
small errors and to give guidance in the compensation (as opposed to the correction)
thereof. Such measurements, though not well suited for localization of single errors,
are quite appropriate for the “regionalization” of errors. They will therefore be used in
the IR FEL transport system to establish what regions of the machine may suffer from
performance problems, and, in addition, to give guidance for the compensation of
errors in these regions during operational periods before actual correction of system
faults can be performed.

5.4.1 Purpose - the purposes of 30 Hz measurements in the IR-FEL magnetic
lattice are as follows:
5.4.1.1 to establish conformance of the machine as built with the design

and machine model,
5.4.1.2 to demonstrate transport system reproducibility,
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5.4.1.3 to provide diagnostic information regarding possible system
integration faults and compensation thereof (see Section 6.2.2
below), and

5.4.1.4 to provide guidance for system integration fault correction.

5.4.2 Methodology - 30 Hz testing of the IR-FEL beam transport system will be
accomplished under a test plan and operations procedure generated under
the leadership of the Director of Commissioning or his designate. It will
utilize standard CEBAF 30 Hz techniques and hardware.

5.4.3 Assumptions
5.4.3.1 Prerequisites: requires 5.1 completed and 5.2 well underway
5.4.3.2 Beam time requirements: 1 week integrated beam time to verify

system; 1 or 2 half-shifts a week needed to study and patch
problems until machine runs and reproduces stably

5.4.3.3 Operations Requirements: proceed in traditional operating mode
- during take a shift of data once or twice a week and go away to
ponder it to certify system performance; to use as a diagnostic,
use 1 or 2 half shifts a week to study and compensate problems.

5.4.3.4 Hardware/Software Requirements: assumes hardware and high
level apps have been modified to function in the FEL
environment.

5.4.4 Test Completion - MPIP related 30 Hz testing will be considered
complete when
5.4.4.1 Reproducible beam transport properties within FEL-driven

performance tolerances (defined in Appendix I, Section A.I.3) is
demonstrated, and

5.4.4.2 there exists an operational procedure reproducibly providing
these properties.

6 Integration Fault Correction Plan

The purpose of the magnet performance integration process is to ensure that no
“integration faults” (defined below), are present and to provide guidance for the correction
of any such faults that are detected. In this section the process by which problems in
magnet-related systems are identified and resolved is discussed.

6.1 Fault Identification

6.1.1 Definition of Integration Fault – An “integration fault” is a failure of beam
performance to meet specifications detailed in Appendix I through a likely
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failure of individual components, systems, or interacting systems, to meet
performance specifications imposed on them, or the failure of such
specifications to ensure beam performance. Integration faults may be sub-
classified based on the context in which they are detected.
6.1.2.1 Integration faults encountered during performance testing (such

as in Sections 4 and 5) – imply a failure of components or systems
to meet specification, or the failure of specifications to ensure
adequate integrated system performance.

6.1.2.2 Integration faults encountered during user service (during FEL
operation) – imply a failure of integrated specifications to ensure
adequate beam performance.

6.2 Fault Resolution Process
The fault resolution process motivates the principle role of the performance integrator
[64]. It is in this venue that the performance integrator acts to provide coordination
and guidance at each of three stages in the resolution process:

6.2.1 Fault Characterization – in which a program of tests is developed and
executed to characterize the observed problem and determine its source.
These tests are under the management of the director of commissioning
and are coordinated by the performance integrator.

6.2.2 Fault Compensation – in which a scheme to compensate the fault is
developed to provide a temporary operational mode until the problem is
corrected. Development and testing of the compensation scheme is
coordinated by the performance integrator and managed by the director of
commissioning.

6.2.3 Fault Correction – in which a permanent solution to the integration fault is
provided. This stage has three sub-stages:
6.2.2.1 Develop solution based on fault characterization – a process

coordinated by performance integrator and managed by director
of commissioning, with involvement of system owners, mentors,
and technical advisors for all involved systems.

6.2.2.2 Test Solution – a step coordinated by performance integrator and
managed by the director of commissioning.

6.2.2.3 Implement solution – a process facilitated by mentors,
coordinated by performance integrator and managed by director
of commissioning.

At all stages of the process, the performance integrator must negotiate and coordinate
resources (personnel, hardware, software, beam time, etc.) to successfully complete
tests, procedures, and repairs/corrections/upgrades resolving the integration fault in
question. Mentors will provide facilitation for this process, which proceeds under the
leadership of the director of commissioning.
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Subsequent sections discuss each stage of the fault resolution process in more detail.

6.3 Fault Characterization

6.3.1 Definition of Fault Characterization – fault characterization is a process of
testing and evaluation to determine source and extent of fault. It is used to
determine if a fault is due to a failure of a component to meet
specification, or the failure of a suite of specifications to provide a
required level of beam performance. Fault characterization may proceed
differently in each of the two cases, as is illustrated in the following
section.

6.3.2 Tests for Fault Characterization – As noted above, faults can be
encountered during either performance testing or user service. Fault
characterization may proceed differently in either case:
6.3.2.1 Faults During Performance Testing – The purpose of

performance testing is to verify that integration faults do not
occur. Hence, fault characterization is an inherent feature of such
testing. The primary means of discrimination in such testing is a
determination of whether the fault is due to a failure of a
component or system to meet specification, or due to the failure
of a suite of specifications to provide the desired beam
performance.
6.3.2.1.1 If the integration fault is due to a failure of a component or system

to meet specification, the fault is resolved using a process identical
to the violation resolution described in Section 3.4.4.

6.3.2.1.2 If the integration fault is due to a failure of a suite of
specifications to provide the desired beam performance, the
problem is of a more fundamental nature, as it cannot be ascribed
to a source or specification failure. In this case, fault
characterization must include the following activities with
participation by commissioning personnel, system owners, and
performance integrators:
6.3.2.1.2.1 a review of the specification suite to elucidate

suspected sensitivities,
6.3.2.1.2.2 a review of performance data for involved systems,

and
6.3.2.1.2.3 development of a testing program to evaluate

interrelationships amongst interacting systems
contributing to the observed deficiencies in beam
performance.

6.3.2.2 Faults Encountered During User Service – may trivially represent
a problem with a single component or system failure to meet
performance specifications. Instances of such failures will,
however, generally be eliminated by the performance testing
activities of Sections 4 and 5. Residual occurrences of this type of
failure will be a part of normal accelerator operations and thus
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will be addressed not as magnet performance integration issues
but rather as accelerator diagnostic and maintenance problems.
More rarely and seriously, a true integration fault may arise in
which beam performance consistently fails to meet specification
(as detailed in Appendix I) due to a failure of an entire suite of
specifications to provide the required beam performance. In such
circumstances, the integration fault must be addressed as in
Section 6.2.2.1.2. In particular, commissioning and operations
personnel, system owners, performance integrators, and users
should
6.3.2.2.1 quantitatively characterize the beam performance problem,
6.3.2.2.2 review relevant specification suites to elucidate suspected

sensitivities,
6.3.2.2.3 review performance data (results of tests in Sections 4 and 5) for

the involved systems, and
6.3.2.2.4 develop a test program to evaluate interrelationships amongst

interacting systems contributing to the observed deficiencies in
beam performance.

6.4 Fault Compensation

6.4.1 Definition of Fault Compensation – “Fault compensation” is the utilization
of a temporary patch or work-around to obtain a desired level of
component, system, or beam performance in the presence of an
unresolved integration fault.

6.4.2 Allowed for limited time period only – a key feature of fault compensation
is that it is a temporary operational mode. It is in place only for a period
to be negotiated by the director of commissioning, technical advisors,
mentors, performance integrators, system owners, and users.

6.4.3 Development of Compensation Scheme – will proceed in a manner akin to
other activities in the performance integration process.
6.4.3.1 The development, testing, and implementation of fault

compensation schemes is coordinated by performance integrator
and managed by the director of commissioning.

6.4.3.2 The process is enacted through a clear plan of action:
6.4.3.2.1 Results of fault characterization are reviewed
6.4.3.2.2 Commissioning personnel, performance integrators, mentors,

technical advisors, system owners, and users collaborate (as
described in Section 1.8.2) to develop a fault compensation
scheme

6.4.3.2.3 The scheme is tested, modified if necessary and certified by
commissioning personnel, performance integrators, mentors,
technical advisors, system owners, and users.

6.4.3.2.4 Commissioning personnel, performance integrators, mentors,
technical advisors, system owners, and users negotiate a time
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window for use of the compensation scheme; the scheme is then
adopted for use in the specified interval only.

6.5 Fault Correction

6.5.1 Definition of Fault Correction – “Fault correction” is the process by which
an integration fault is resolved by bringing hardware performance into line
with (a possibly revised) suite of specifications, thereby ensuring adequate
beam performance for users.

6.5.2 Fault Correction Process – Fault correction proceeds according to a three-
stage process implied by both the above discussion and by initial
discussions of performance integration [65]. The stages are as follows:
6.5.2.1 Develop a solution to the fault based on results of the fault

characterization process of Section 6.3  – the development
process is coordinated by the performance integrator and
managed by director of commissioning. It may involve steps to
bring hardware into compliance with unmet hardware
performance specifications or reconciliation of a specification
suite with an error budget to meet beam performance
specifications.

6.5.2.2 Test Solution – testing is coordinated by performance integrator;
managed by director of commissioning. Allocation of resources
for testing (hardware, personnel, and beam time) will be
negotiated within the context of all machine operations and
development activities. The performance integrator’s mentor (L.
Harwood, for magnet performance) will provide facilitation when
necessary.

6.5.2.3 Implement solution  - when a solution is demonstrated, it will be
implemented. This implementation will be coordinated by
performance integrator and managed by director of
commissioning. The performance integration area mentor will
provide any necessary facilitation.
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APPENDIX I: IR-FEL Driver Baseline Performance
Criteria

A.I.1 Overview – This appendix constitutes a set of acceptance criteria for the
performance of IR FEL driver magnetic systems. These criteria will be
utilized to define completion of the magnet performance integration
process. Three categories of performance criteria will be utilized:
A.I.1.1 central orbit properties
A.I.1.2 linear optical properties about the central orbit
A.I.1.3 beam properties and performance
We now state the performance objectives for each of these categories.

A.I.2 Central Orbit Properties – the IR FEL driver central orbit
A.I.2.1 will be corrected to tolerances allowing full power FEL

operations, typically yielding remnant orbits of 1 mm rms
globally and 0.1 mm rms at the wiggler,

A.I.2.2 will reproduce to tolerances allowing full power FEL operations,
typically to variations of 1 mm rms globally and 0.1 mm rms at
the wiggler,

A.I.2.3 will lead to imperceptible losses with test beam, and
A.I.2.4 will have 1 cm of working aperture beyond the limits of full spot

sizes anticipated when the FEL is in full power operation.

A.I.3 Linear Optical Properties About Central Orbit – the IR FEL driver
transport lattice will exhibit the following performance characteristics:
A.I.3.1 dispersions will agree with, or be correctable to, design values to

within tolerances allowing full power FEL operation, typically
implying rms errors of order 1 cm,

A.I.3.2 M56 will agree with, or be correctable to, design values to within
tolerances allowing full power FEL operations, typically
implying errors of order 1 cm

A.I.3.3 measured transfer matrix elements/Courant-Snyder invariants
will agree with, or be correctable to, design values to within
tolerances allowing full power FEL operation, typically implying
relative errors of 10%

A.I.3.4 linear optical properties will reproduce to levels consistent with
the above tolerances:
A.I.3.4.1 dispersions will reproduce to 1 cm rms,
A.I.3.4.2 M56 will reproduce to 1 cm rms, and
A.I.3.4.3 matrix elements/Courant-Snyder invariants will reproduce to

~10% relative error, rms.
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A.I.4 Beam Performance – the IR FEL driver will preserve beam quality to
tolerances allowing full power FEL operation. This implies the following
performance objectives:
A.I.4.1 measured betatron and longitudinal properties agree with, or

can be corrected to, design values to within tolerances allowing
full power FEL operation, typically implying relative errors in
transverse and longitudinal beam envelope functions of order
10%

A.I.4.2 spot sizes through the system are consistent with design
predictions based on measured emittances and momentum
spreads to the 10% relative rms error level

A.I.4.3 observed beam performance reproduces at a level consistent with
requirements for full power FEL operation, typically
A.I.4.3.1 measured betatron and longitudinal properties reproduce to the

10% level, and
A.I.4.3.2 spot sizes through the system reproduce (exclusive of emittance

variation driven deviations) to the 10% level.


